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Parcel Shipping 
System

Optimize your parcel shipping with JASCI. Parcel shipping can 
range from 10% - 50% of total supply chain spend.  JASCI 
optimizes your shipments to improve your profitability and lower 
your shipping costs.



Parcel Shipping System

JASCI makes it easier than ever to optimize 
your shipments, with built-in features to 
lower your shipping spend.

Real-time carrier connectors, rate shopping 
and cartonization algorithms provide best in 
class features to lower your parcel spend.

Advance packing features makes if faster 
and easier to pack single and multi-line 
orders with speed and accuracy.

Connect material handling systems for 
conveyor diverts to packing stations, print & 
apply, weight scales and shipping sorters.

Parcel shipping analytics to get insights to all 
your shipments, costs and labor.  Manage all 
your shipping in one system to maximize 
your benefits.
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Features

Cartonization 
Logic

Rate
Shopping

Multiple Pack 
Options

Connect MHE 
Automation

Shop rates with your 
negotiated contracts
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Parcel Shipping Features

Pack Stations
Packing station technology for single and multi-line 
orders, with multiple pack methods.

Multi-Line Packing
Pack multi-line orders in a single process that packs 
and prints parcel carrier labels.

Carrier Rate Shopping
Real-time parcel carrier rate shopping to ship 
orders with the best rates.

Singles Packing
Pack batched single orders in a single process that 
packs and prints parcel carrier labels.

Parcel Carrier Labels
Print carrier compliant labels to ship product 
globally. Print on standard barcode printers.

Auto-Baggers
Incorporate auto baggers to make the process quicker 
for packing multi-line and single item orders.

Cartonization Logic
Matches orders to carton and bag sizes based on 
dimensions of products and size of order.

Load & Close Truck
Process for loading and closing parcel carrier 
shipments along with shipment verifications.

Up-Charge Shipments
The ability to leverage your shipping rates while 
providing customers a financial benefit.

Labor Management
Full labor management and process reporting so 
you can manage costs and throughput.
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Parcel Shipping Analytics

Outbound Reporting JASCI has created the industry's first embedded 
data warehouse within our application to make 
reporting easier than ever. A full data repository 
that is updated within 10 seconds of all 
transactions in the platform.

Dozens pf best practice reports and dashboards to 
provide 360 view of your operations, performance 
and data. Reporting from inbound to outbound, 
including labor management.

Customers can customize reports, make them 
private or public.  Share reports via email or 
download in multiple formats.  Authority and 
settings to ensure data is secure.

Monitor your shipments and costs with JASCI’s next generation 
reporting capabilities.  Compare costs over time ranges and across 
carriers.


